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Yen C.
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Great service from beginning to end. This company looks after clients, makes sure the process of installation done properly. Excellent communication. I met Tony on site, and communicated further steps with Lee and Rose by email. Also Craig who assist with urgent thing. They are organised everything I needed. Really recommend this company for having solar panel.
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Great people to work with, good information and options provided with detailed quotes, very helpful getting all required paperwork sorted. Site inspection and discussion was very professional and Tam, the installer, was first class. Highly recommended.
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Clean NRG Solar were really easy to work with. Craig and the team explained our options and provided some great advice and answered all our questions without any pressure. The office staff communicated clearly at every step of the process and provided us with all the documentation we required to get our system up and running. The installers did a fantastic job on the day and we now have a terrific new solar system up and running and reducing our power bills!!
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We’ve had a 13.3 kW solar panel and battery system recently installed by Clean NRG Solar and are extremely happy with the whole process from contact to installation and supply of a comprehensive after sales pack. In every step of the process we have been kept informed and what was promised was delivered on time and on expected budget. Would highly recommend.
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1696907627

Very happy with the service receceived for the installation of a solar system to our warehouse. The process was professional with regular updates of what was happening. Would recommend this company
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Brilliant team effort with the installation process being done very professionally and i was kept informed of what was happening.
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I’d like to thank you all, for a seamless solar system installation. From the initial quote, to the follow up emails, keeping me up-to-date with the procedure was faultless.I’ll definitely recommend this company to anyone, requiring a solar install!
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Absolutely fabulous company to deal with. Tony and Craig are consummate professionals. We are more than happy with our 6.6kw system and can’t speak highly enough of the value and great customer  service . If you are considering solar don’t go past this crew.
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Exceptionally good communication with these blokes who know what they sell. They were helpful and respected the lead time. This was a no brainer, and they were recommended by many people who have been happy after working with them.
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We had our old solar system upgraded to a 20-panel, 8.8kW system in November 2022. Our experience with Clean NRG was outstanding. The advice given was impartial and helpful. There was absolutely no hard sell and they were relaxed about us consulting another company for a second opinion. The site survey was thorough and the installation team was friendly and efficient. The electrical work was very neatly done with great care. Our most recent electricity bill shows significant savings over the previous year and accurately reflects data from the solar system monitor.  We are very happy with the service offered by Clean NRG and recommend you give them a call.
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Great service  and price . The solar was installed  by friendly  people and before the time they said . Good communication  with the sales person and administration  people too.
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Brock and team were very thorough in sizing the system, providing options and then optimising the installation – all was professionally installed.
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Went out of their way to provide us with panel options that suited our preferences on where they were sourced.
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Amazing experience from quote to install. Tony really knows his stuff, and was happy to take the time to make sure I understood the process and had the best system in place for my house. Cannot recommend them enough!
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We used Clean NRG to supply and install solar panels at our cricket club and they completed the job with a minimum of fuss at a competitive price, and we are now reaping the rewards.
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I would absolutely recommend Clean N R G Pty Ltd to anyone thinking of installing Solar.  Brock listened to what I needed and took into consideration my circumstances when preparing the quote, I truly appreciated the complete lack of “hard sell”.  All of my questions were answered and the answers showed that Brock had listened to what I had asked and what my concerns were.  I also needed to renew my hot water system at the same time and was given alternatives  and advice with explanations so that I could choose the solution that would work best for me.  The installation of both the hot water system and the solar panels were done quickly and efficiently – Zak, the electrician, explained what was being done and made sure everything was clear before he left.  Lee, in the office, kept me up to date with when things would happen and made sure I understood what was needed.  Nothing was too much trouble.  Brock and Lee were a pleasure to work with and my experience with the company in general tells me that Clean N R G Pty Ltd is a company that can be trusted to make sure they will do the best they possibly can for their customers.  Thankyou all for such a positive experience.
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After contacting Clean NRG, I spoke to Mr Tony Cappa who was extremely knowledgable, patient, polite, informative and helpful and also I must say generous with his time regarding my enquiry about solar. I would not hesitate in using this company because it embodies the values of honesty, integrity and genuine ‘customer comes first’ support. Bravo Tony! I really appreciated your guidance and forthrightness. I’ll be coming to you first in all things to do with solar.
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I’ve had a great experience and highly recommend Clean NRG. Their team from sales to installation and post install support have been supportive throughout the whole process. Special thanks to Lee who provided amazing service keeping me regularly updated through the whole process.
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Clean NRG were really good to deal with, flexible and the install team were professional. Thanks very much!
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Fantastic service from this company. I’ve had a solar system from them for around 4 years and recently  got a message from them saying that my inverter was operating at reduced capacity due to overheating. They have the ability to monitor the system remotely. They suggested I clean the air vents to allow the inverter to cool properly. After I did this, the inverter was back to normal capacity. Fantastic after sales service.
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Craig was knowledgeable and helpful from first enquiry to last. The installation guys did a great job.  The office staff were lovely and handled everything efficiently.  In all they were very professional and we had a great experience using Clean NRG to supply additional solar panels.
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Highly recommend Clean NRG if you are considering solar.  There are so many companies, solar inverters and panels on the market that is makes it difficult for the average person to know who to trust and what system to go for.  I was very happy with the quality of the install by CleanNRG’s partners and I was impressed by the advice provided by Tony who we met with to discuss our needs and discuss other myths and questions I had from my own research and hearing from other competitors.  There were delays with the install due to weather but this was handled the best it could. There was some initial issues with the system which were resolved quickly and this gives me more confidence that Clean NRG Solar will be a company that will be there if required in the future if there are any questions or warranty issues.  The system has been running now for 4 months and I am very pleased with my choice to use Enphase and Clean NRG Solar
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Great Job, Excellent Installers, Very Genuine Team! I reviewed the ratings given to other solar companies and was not only shocked by some of their 1 star ratings, but also by their comments to those who were clearly in distress from the work that had been undertaken. If you value good service then this the company for you!
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Of the three installers we looked into putting solar on our roof 10 years ago, NRG are the only ones still around.  We were happy enough to upgrade the system capacity mid life from 5kWh to just over 6 kWh.    Our 10 year-old 5kW SMA Sunny Boy in is just about to crank over the 100,000 kWh.  There system work well and we are happy customers.  Need I say more
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So incredibly happy with my new Fronius inverter and Hyundai PV panels. Clean NRG was professional, friendly and competitively priced. The best bit is that they are a local installer unlike all the big solar ‘broker’ companies from the east coast. Highly recommend.
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Clean NRG installed solar panels and a TESLA battery at our home in February. The first full cycle of billing from Synergy shows an 83% reduction in electricity consumption from the grid versus the same period last year which is a great result.
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Tony listened carefully to what we said we wanted, considered what we actually needed,  and carefully advised us along a different path from what we initially set out on.  I really appreciate the honesty and integrity with with which he used his experience to advise us on a plan for minimizing our energy usage and environmental impact without spending a fortune.
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Not the cheapest quote but probably the best brands & equipment. Installation team very professional and offered the best install options to my complete satisfaction.Previous solar install 10yrs ago very disappointing and only reinforced my resolve to take quality over price.Very pleased with the whole job. Now if only batteries were better value then I could kiss our electric provider goodbye!
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100% happy, since the first day we talked about our solar panel options until now, after living in the house for nearly 6 months. Polite, fast, not trying to sell useless things, good customer service. I highly recommend them.
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You get to speak to the owner …not a salesman…Craig is technically and commercially competent and provides a product installed by experts.
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Great experience… Really good people to deal with… Highly recommended…
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Excellent sales team in that they aren’t a sales team and have an excellent technical understanding of the solar products available for West Australians.  Our house has a complex roof layout and instead of saying “it’s impossible” they worked out a solution that is easily better than what most other households are convinced to take.  Highly recommend this installer.
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Great service, quality products and excellent installation. Highly recommend.
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It was helpful for me that Eamonn  spent considerable time educating me about systems and pointing me in the direction for getting financing. I love having solar on my business and being able to charge my car at work too!  Next it would be terrific to get battery storage. It’s on my wish list! Patti Owner
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Absolutely outstanding job. Got my first almost summer synergy bill the other day and it was only $56.41 . Well it was actually $543.59 in credit because of the government bonus that was handed out. Usually my bill is around $600 per 2 month period. Powerwall makes a massive difference especially when your carefull with night time usage.  Botton line, definitely well worth the investment.Thanks heaps Craig
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Professional & first class service. Could not ask for more. It was a top notch experience, and I will certainly recommend this company to all my friends & family.
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Very happy.  Supplied and installed at a great price.  Straight forward to deal with, install team were professional and did a clean installation.  Steve even stayed till quite late on Friday (after dark) just to get it completed before the weekend for us.  Would recommend.
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Great service,great people,good quality products with a  very easy prosses.We had such a pleasent experience with NRG I will never go anywhere else.Fantastic
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Brilliant service from Eamonn and the rest of the team. Our PV system was on our roof within 3 weeks from first contact.  The installers were highly experienced, professional, courteous and took obvious pride in doing the job the right way.
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Recently had our solar panels installed and i can not fault the service provided by Craig at Clean NRG Solar Energy. He made the whole process very easy for us and was fantastic to deal with. Great customer service.
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Sales team is more interested in getting what is right for your situation than trying to sell you a product you dont need. Would reccomend them to everyone.
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The Sales staff is Wonderful, He gave us very useful recommendations and advices about the right materials that we need.
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The service was prompt, professional and hitch-free.
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Right from thr first conversation the team was very helpful in explaining what would best suit me. Once i made the choice to go with them for my solar they kept me informed throughout the whole process and on installation day the guys were punctual, professional and very knowledgeable. I wouldnt hesitate to recommend them to anyone wanting solar. Always good to support local business
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Good guys, they were originally on Scarborough Beach road, but have now moved to new premises. Very helpful.
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Omg love this place and love the products. They are honest and don’t lie which makes me comfortable to buy the solar panels + they are good quality and legit. Definitely recommend this place!!
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It was my absolute pleasure to work with Clean NRG Solar. What a first class company with the best solar service in Perth. The Team was so friendly and accommodating, I couldn’t have asked for more.
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